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FotoFax is the monthly newsletter of the Northern Virginia Photographic 
Society FotoFax is published monthly September through May.  
 
The most recent issue of FotoFax can be found at: Current FotoFax. Past issues 
can be found at: FotoFax Archives. 
 
All content within FotoFax is Copyright NVPS and may not be used without 
express written permission from NVPS. 
 
NVPS members wishing to write articles, provide content, announce awards 
they have received or communicate shows in which they have images should 
write to the FotoFax Editor. 
 
Sidney N. Stone 
Editor 

Tammy Tideswell image of Old Town Alexandria at night in December 
graces FotoFax’s front-page this month. She created the image on the NVPS 
December Field Trip to Old Town Alexandria, Virginia.  

http://www.nvps.org/
http://nvps.org/main/docs/fotofax/2020/latest_edition.pdf
http://nvps.org/home/472-2/
mailto:editor-2020@nvps.org
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NVPS Club Calendar 

 
NVPS conducts meetings every Tuesday evening from September through May, 
followed by the End-of-Year Banquet the first Friday of June. In addition to weekly 
meetings a field trip is schedule once a month.  
 
Here are the current NVPS meetings and events for the next three months. Please 
check the NVPS calendar on the website for up-to-date information at: Calendar. 
 
 
Day Activity Description 

JANUARY 2021 

5 
Program 

Emily Carter Mitchell - Unique and Creative Techniques to 
Photography 

12 E&T Mike Whelan –Abstract Photography 
19 Competition Judge: Mary Louise Ravese – No Theme 
26 Member’s Gallery 

Print 
Sidney N. Stone – Retrospective - 2019 

26 Member’s Gallery 
- Digital 

Kathryn Mohrman - Geometry 

26 Member’s Forum Dennis Govoni – Photography Thru the Eyes of a Biologist 
FEBRUARY 2021 

2 Program Colleen Miniuk – The Joy of Little Things: Macro Photography 

9 E&T Portfolio Project – First Review Group 1 
16 Competition Judge: Max Waugh – No Theme 
23 Member’s Gallery 

Print 
Jack Ledgerwood – Gems of the Canadian Rockies 

23 Member’s Gallery 
– Digital 

Karol & John Murrary – Abandoned Place, Abandoned Spaces 

23 Member’s Forum Wayne & Judy Guenther – Planning Travel for Photography 
MARCH 2021 

2 Program Robert Fawcett – Chasing the Stars – Capturing the Night Sky 

9 E&T Portfolio Project – First Review Group 2 
16 Competition Judge: Mark Van Bergh – No Theme 
23 Member’s Gallery 

Print 
Kieulan Nguyen – Macro Photography 

23 Member’s Gallery 
– Digital 

Kieu-Hahn Vu – FIAP Photo Meeting in Shandong China 

23 Member’s Forum Colena Turner - Egypt 
30 E&T TBA 

  

http://www.nvps.org/
http://nvps.org/home/events/month/
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President’s Message  

 
Welcome to 2021!   
 
We are in the midst of the worst health crisis the 
world has seen in a hundred years, our country is 
divided in ways we could not imagine just a few 
years ago and the new administration faces a host of 
unprecedented challenges.  Despite these difficult 
times, however, as NVPS members we spend our 
time helping each other become better 
photographers.  Here is how we will do that in 

January.  
 
As of this writing we begin January with a presentation by Emily Carter Mitchell 
titled “Unique and Creative Techniques to Photography.”  Emily is an award-winning, 
published nature and wildlife photographer based in Annapolis.   According to her 
biography “her images express a sense of serenity with profound stillness and 
ethereal attributes.”   I’m looking forward to a little serenity now. 
 

At the following meeting Mike Whalen will present an Education and Training session on abstract 
photography.  Mike’s presentations are always well-prepared and entertaining, and this one is no 
exception.  He will include examples of abstract and semi-abstract photography from a variety of 
sources, along with references to a great number of tips and ideas. 

 

The judge for our January competition will be Mary Louise Ravese.  She has engaged 
in photography from locations across the U.S. and throughout the world.  Remember 
that we have revised the rules of competition for this year only, and have included 
the revised rules on the website.  To find them go to the Home page and select 
Activities and then Competitions.  Please review the rules carefully before you 
submit your images. 
 

Member’s Gallery and Member’s Forum sessions will round out the month.  Sidney 
Stone will share selected prints in a session titled “Retrospective” and Kathryn 
Mohrman will offer a presentation of digital images titled “Geometrical Shapes.”   
Finally, Dennis Govoni will present a Members Forum titled “Photography Thru the 
Eyes of a Biologist – Lessons Learned.” 
 
I look forward to seeing you at the meetings.  Stay safe and well. 
. 
Ron Taylor 
NVPS President  
2020-2021 

  

http://www.nvps.org/
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From the Editor 

 
 

Welcome to the January 2021 issue of 
FotoFax.  
 
You ask, “What is the image to the left”? I 
decided it was time for a new headshot of 
yours truly so I perused my iPhone 
downloads to see this tribute image. 
Earlier this fall an artist placed flags in 
front of RFK to remember the thousands of 
people living in the US who succumbed to 
the covid-19 virus.   
 
I visited when the toll was in the low 
200,000’s. I planted a flag. I stood, 
scanning the field of white flags – each 
representing a person who left us too 
soon. Each one representing someone who 
left behind family and friends. I held back 
tears while I silently prayed. I prayed for 
their souls, their families, their friends, our 

politicians to be strong and rise up to the challenge, our first responders, the doctors 
and nurses on the front lines, the scientists working on vaccines and therapeutics, 
and to the people of the world to be brave and vigilant as we seek to win this war of  
all wars on an invisible enemy.  
 
As I sit in my den writing this on Christmas Day I am thankful for all I have – my 
health, my family, my friends, my country. But I think about the many people in the 
country who are struggling to put food on their tables. I have personally made it a 
point to contribute over the past year to organizations that help provide food to 
those in need. I’m not looking for any pat on the back. I’m thinking how fortunate I’ve 
been and how I can help others. I encourage you to help also.   
 
2020 is coming to a close and 2021 will continue to challenge us – both as individuals 
and as NVPS.  
 
The last 4 months has brought excellent programming to NVPS. We’ve taped 
speakers and judges from around the country, enabling new faces and new ideas to 
come to us via modern technology. Yet we miss gathering at the firehouse each 
Tuesday evening. Some have been able to gather at field trips. We will continue with 
Zoom for the remainder of the 2020-2021 NVPS Year. But with the arrival and 
distribution of covid-19 vaccines there is hope we will be able to meet again in 
person next September. 

http://www.nvps.org/
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Please take a few minutes to check out the upcoming photography contests listed at 
the end of the newsletter. The Joseph Miller Abstract contest is now open for 
submissions. Mike Whalen’s upcoming E&T on abstract photography should help you 
create and image or two for submission. The Washington Garden Magazine starts 
accepting images for their 2021 contest on January 1st. 
 
I also encourage you to scan the advertisements we put in each newsletter for 
speakers and judges who have graced NVPS in the last few years. They offer various 
workshops and coaching you may find fun and interesting. Let’s do what we can do to 
support our fellow photographers. 
 
Let me close by wishing everyone a Happy, Joyous, Adventurous, Healthy New Year.  
 
Please stay healthy! 
 
See you Tuesday evenings on Zoom. 
 
Stay Well & Safe, 
Sidney 

Congratulations 
 
On November 28, 2020 Kacy and Kevin tied the knot to become husband and wife. 
We send big CONGRATULATIONS to them. And wish them a lifetime of happiness.  

Volunteer Call 
 
This will be my last year serving as FotoFax Editor. My tenure will complete after 3 
years in the position. My partner Jo and I will be moving west to Montana in the 
second quarter of 2021 provided our apartment sells.  
 
So NVPS is looking for someone to take over as FotoFax Editor! If you are interested 
in this exciting opportunity to serve NVPS please feel free to contact me for more 
information.  

NVPS Programs 

January 5, 2021 – Emily Carter Mitchell – Unique and 

Creative Techniques to Photography 

 

http://www.nvps.org/
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Emily Carter Mitchell will be our program speaker on 
January 5th presenting Unique and Creative 
Techniques to Photography.  
 
Emily is an award winning and published nature and 
wildlife photographer based in Annapolis, Maryland. 
Her work has been included in numerous juried art 
shows, local newspapers, magazines, books and 

smart device apps.  With a corporate background in Human Resources and extensive 
years in the travel and hospitality industry, she holds a Master’s Degree in Global 
Management.  
 
Her photographic journey began when she was a teenager and she has always 
enjoyed photography as a way of connecting to the world around her. Through her 
work Nature as Art she brings a creative interpretation of the natural world and her 
images express a sense of serenity with profound stillness and ethereal attributes. 
 
Emily’s passion of photography is shared with others through her nature and wildlife 
photography classes for Capital Photography Center based in the Metro DC area 
(Capital Photography Center). 
 
Emily Carter Mitchell will introduce the concepts of “Unique and Creative Techniques 
to Photography” using a variety of methods to capture an image that is beyond what 
the eye naturally sees.   
 
The idea is to create something with a different feeling and unique perspective using 
tools in your ‘creative kit’. She will discuss what might be included in this creative kit 
from in-camera techniques, Lensbaby lenses, and additional toys one can play with 
for any camera system. 
 
Let’s all get out of the box, release our creative nature and have some fun! 
 
Emily’s website and contact information follows: 
 
Emily Carter Mitchell ~ Nature as Art 
NatureasArt.myportfolio.com 
Emilymitchellphotography.com/services 

http://www.nvps.org/
https://capitalphotographycenter.com/).
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http://www.nvps.org/
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February 2, 2021 – Colleen Miniuk– The Joy of Little Things: 

Macro Photography 

 
Collen Miniuk will talk at our February meeting about: The Joy of 
the Little Things: Macro Photography. 
 
Join Colleen for an exciting online presentation of “The Joy in the 
Little Things: Macro Photography.” Get the down low (pun 
intended!) on what gear to pack to create macro-style 
photographs and how to use a visualization-driven approach to 
develop meaningful compositions in small spaces. Hear how to 
control your focus, manage short depth of fields, and work with 

lighting conditions throughout the day--even at high noon! 
 
Colleen Miniuk is an ex-software engineer who fled Intel Corporation in 2007 to 
pursue a meaningful life as a full-time outdoor photographer, writer, publisher, 
instructor, and speaker. Her credits include National Geographic calendars, Arizona 
Highways, AAA Via, National Parks Traveler, On Landscape, and a broad variety of 
other publications. She has served three times as an Artist-in-Residence with Acadia 
National Park. She authored the award-winning guidebooks, Photographing Acadia 
National Park: The Essential Guide to When, Where, and How and Wild in Arizona: 
Photographing Arizona’s Wildflowers, A Guide to When, Where, & How (1st and 2nd 
editions) as well as the instructional ebook, Seeing the Light in Outdoor Photography 
(1st and 2nd editions).  
 
Collen also writes a weekly advice column called “Dear Bubbles”. Colleen leads 
photography workshops and all-women photography workshops (called 
“Sheography™”) through her own company, CMS Photography, as well as for 
numerous camera clubs, national-level organizations, conferences, and private 
clients. Check out her website: http://www.cms-photo.com. 
 
 

  

http://www.nvps.org/
http://www.cms-photo.com/
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March 2, 2021 – Robert Fawcett – Chasing the Stars – 

Capturing the Night Sky 

 
Robert W. Fawcett (Bob) - Retired from 31 years of 
Government service, 26 of those years as a Forensic / 
Scientific / Technical Photographer. Growing up in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Bob’s interest in photography 
began early with his father taking the family on weekend 
drives through the country, taking in the scenery down back 
roads never explored. Little did Robert know back then it 
would become a career that would take him on a journey to 
places around the globe. That journey began in Washington, 

D.C. in October of 1985. As he continues the journey, his plan is to share with others 
his passion for photography and pass along the experiences from the days of film to 
the current digital world. From the beginning and up until the present Robert has 
always been a true believer of shooting in  manual mode, using the three things of 
what photography is: ISO, Aperture and Shutter. When mastered one can be in total 
control of light and the vision in your mind to capture the creative images you desire.   
 
Bob’s presentation is titled Chasing the Stars - Capturing the Night Sky - a visual 
presentation of capturing the Milky Way month by month highlighting the season 
from January to October. Emphasis is placed on the importance of planning to 
capture in camera a perceived nightscape for a star filled sky (composition). As part 
of the planning aspect, Robert will discuss the apps for scouting locations, 
positioning and time of day. He will also discuss choosing the right camera 
equipment, lenses for a night of shooting along with various types of low-level 
lighting to employ on your nighttime experience. As a preface, Robert will talk about 
various post-processing techniques to help make decisions on shooting methods for 
quality night sky images. 
 

http://www.nvps.org/
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NVPS Competitions 

 
The third Tuesday of each month is Competition Night. Members can submit digital 
color images and monochrome digital images into the competition. During the year 
NVPS conducts nine (9) competitions. Three competitions have themes; five (5) have 
no themes; and one (Oldies) permits images made outside the three-year limit 
applicable to the other 8 competitions (please note the change from the 2 year to 3 

http://www.nvps.org/
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year time limit was made due to the covid-19 modification made for the 2020-2021 
competitions).  
 
The covid-19 pandemic has forced NVPS to modify competition rules for the 2020-
2021 calendar year. Please read this article on the website to ensure you understand 
the current competition rules: NVPS COVID Competition Changes 
 
Complete completion information can be found at: NVPS Competitions. Have 
questions? Write Competition VP. 

January 19, 2021 Competition – No Theme 

 

Mary Louise Ravese will judge our January competition that has no theme. 
 

Mary Louise is founder and owner of Bella Vista 
Photography in Raleigh, NC. For over 25 years, Mary 
Louise has specialized in photography from locations 
across the U.S. and throughout the world. Her favorite 
subject matter includes country landscapes, nature 
close-ups, interesting architectural details and 
abstracts. She draws inspiration from a variety of visual 
arts to produce photographs often described as 
“painterly”. Her photographs are about intriguing 
juxtapositions of vibrant colors, contrasting tones, 

distinctive shapes, and unique textures. Her ambition is to incorporate the beauty of 
painting in the clarity of photography.  
  
Trained in the use of both 4x5 and 35mm cameras, today Mary Louise shoots with 
full-frame DSLR cameras, producing photographs in color and black and white. She 
studied photography through the University of California, Berkeley and Santa Cruz 
extension programs, and the Washington School of Photography. She is a member of 
the North American Nature Photography Association and the Carolinas' Nature 
Photographers Association. She is also a juried member of the Carolina Designer 
Craftsmen Guild and the Pennsylvania Guild of Craftsmen where in 2020 she was 
awarded with the distinction of “Master Artisan in Fine Art Photography” by a jury 
panel, in recognition of achievement in the three benchmarks of excellence in 
craftsmanship, resolved design and unique voice. Her fine art photography is in 
private, university and corporate collections in over 40 states and is exhibited 
nationally through art shows, galleries and shops. Her images have been used in 
calendars, magazines, books and websites including various projects with National 
Geographic maps.  
  
Mary Louise is a regular speaker and competition judge for photography clubs in the 
Carolinas and Mid-Atlantic region. In addition, she has spoken at photography 
conferences such as the annual Mid-Atlantic Photo Visions Expo in Northern Virginia 
and the Florida Camera Club Council annual meeting in Ft. Meyers, Florida. She 

http://www.nvps.org/
http://nvps.org/home/rules-of-competition-for-2020-2021-including-temporary-changes-due-to-covid/
http://nvps.org/home/competition/
mailto:competitions-2020@nvps.org
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enjoys teaching on a wide range of photography topics and leads online and in-
person classes, as well as on-location photography workshops at destinations across 
the country and around the world. 
 
You can find more information about Mary Louise at: Bella Vista Photography. 
  

February 16, 2021 Competition – No Theme 

Max Waugh will judge our February 15th competition. There is no theme for this 

competition. 

For nearly two decades, Max has been photographing wildlife, 
travel and sports professionally. He has received honors in the 
last two Wildlife Photographer of the Year competitions 
(including a win in the Black and White category in 2019), has 
received multiple commendations in the Nature’s 
Best/Windland Smith Rice Awards, and is a two-time winner of 
the MalaMala Photographer of the Year competition. Max's 
work has appeared in such publications as Africa 

Geographic and ESPN the Magazine, and has been displayed at the Smithsonian 
Museum of Natural History in Washington, D.C., and the Natural History Museum in 
London. 

Max leads photo tours in the Pacific Northwest, Yellowstone and overseas, with a 
heavy emphasis on biodiversity and destinations that offer a variety of subject 
matter. You can find his website at: MaxWaugh.com. 

March 16, 2021 Competition – No Theme 

 
Our judge for the March 2021 competition will be Mark Van Bergh. 
 
Mark is a Washington, D.C. area attorney and photographer.  His 
photographic interests are varied, ranging from a passion for 
nature and wildlife photography, to travel, people, weddings, 
Bar/Bat Mitzvahs and other events.  Beyond the Washington 
beltway, Mark’s photographic pursuits have taken him throughout 
the United States, including many of our National Parks and wildlife 
refuges, to Canada, Costa Rica, Europe (east and west), many sub-
Sahara African nations (Botswana, Kenya, Namibia, Rwanda, South 
Africa, Tanzania and Zambia), Japan, China, Iceland and Antarctica.  
Mark has had photographs displayed at the Foundry Gallery in Washington, the 
Washington School of Photography, and photographic retailers.  He has a number of 
photographs in the coffee-table book Focus on Africa: Wildlife, Conservation and Man.  
Mark has received several awards for his photography, including a first place in the 
Albuquerque International Balloon Festival Photography Competition and third place 
in a juried show of mid-Atlantic regional photographers.  Mark is currently co-
coordinator of the National Zoo’s Photo Club, does presentations on nature and 

http://www.nvps.org/
https://www.bellavistaphotography.com/
http://maxwaugh.com/
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wildlife photography to Washington area camera clubs, judges local camera club 
competitions, and has written for an on-line nature photography magazine.  
 
A resident of Arlington, Virginia, Mark’s websites can be found at: 
www.markvanbergh.com and www.markvanbergh.zenfolio.com.  He can be reached 
by e-mail at: mvanbergh@comcast.net or by telephone at (703) 298-4870.   
 

December 15, 2020 – Competition Results  

 
December saw the second Themed Competiion of the NVPS Year. The theme was Fall 
Harvest. As usual our members submitted impressive images challenging our judge 
Jennifer King to pick the best images for awards.  

  
Congratulations to the award winners in the NVPS December 2020 Competition.  
 
Here’s a summary of the images submitted and awards given in the competition.  

 
Class & Category Images Submitted Number of Awards 

Novice Color 8 2 
Intermediate Color 7 2 
Advanced Color 16 4 
Novice Monochrome 4 1 
Intermediate Monochrome 5 2 
Advanced Monochrome 11 3 

 
Here are the competition results. You can view all the winning images on the NVPS 
website at December 2020 Competition Winning Images. 

 
Award Person Image Name 

NOVICE COLOR IMAGES 

 
1st Fred Krebs Amish Guords 
2nd John Nash Veggies 
  

http://www.nvps.org/
https://nvps.smugmug.com/NVPSGallery/Monthly-Competition-Winners
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INTERMEDIATE COLOR IMAGES 

 
1st Joan Barker Wholly Kale 
2nd Kacy Egan Stacking Pumpkins 
 

ADVANCED COLOR IMAGES 

 
1st Mike Whalen Pumpkins With An Attitude 
2nd Tim Brown Riot At The Farmstand 
3rd Kimxuan Nguyen Ready To Chop 
HM George Karamarkovich Autumn Pumpkin Harvest 
  

http://www.nvps.org/
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NOVICE MONOCHROME IMAGES 

 
1st Fred Krebs Peppers 
 

INTERMEDIATE MONOCHROME IMAGES 

 
1st Don Little Turnips 
2nd Len Johnson Fresh Vendor 
 

ADVANCED MONOCHROME IMAGES 

 
1st Judy Guenther Harvest Time 
2nd Tim Brown In The Barn 
3rd Roger Lancaster Fall Harvest 
 

http://www.nvps.org/
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Education & Training 

January 12, 2021 – Mike Whalen – Abstract Photography 
 
Most photography is based on capturing real, easily recognizable 
subjects such as a persons, places, or things. Abstract photography is 
different. It focuses on finding simple elements such as shapes, forms, 
lines, textures, tones, patterns, and colors. These elements can be found 
everywhere, and typically, can be small visual pieces of physical objects. 
Distortions from reflections or looking thru textured glass can also 
produce interesting abstract effects. 
 
This presentation will show examples of abstract and semi-abstract images and how 
they were created, mostly in-camera, plus a few generated from post-processing in 
Photoshop. 
 
This presentation will show examples of abstract and semi-abstract images created 
three categories: (1) as-found;  (2) created with in-camera techniques; and (3) 
generated from photos using post-processing (such as Photoshop or Topaz filters). 
 
Below is a small sampling of online articles and galleries showing abstract 
photography. The NVACC Gallery shows abstract photography from the last 10 years 
of exhibits at the Joseph Miller Center. Quite a few of those images are from current 
and former NVPS members. 
 

Tips on Creating Abstract Photography 
• What is Abstract Photography 
• Abstract Photography for Beginners: 9 Tips for Capturing Stunning Abstract 

Images 
• 35 Abstract Photography Tips and Ideas 

 

Internet galleries of abstract and semi-abstract images: 
• NVACC Gallery of Abstract Photography Exhibits (Joseph Miller Center for the 

Photographic Arts) 
• Examples of Abstract Images #1 (photo.net)  
• Examples of Abstract Images #2 (Google) 

 
As a teen, Mike learned a few basic photo tips from his father, an artist and 
photographer. He dabbled with film cameras in the 80’s and 90’s, and after that, 
played with several digital point-and-shoots.  However, his interest became more 
passionate after purchasing a basic DSLR in 2006. 
 
Mike joined NVPS in 2009 after learning about the club from fellow member, Willa 
Friedman. He held board positions from 2010 to the present, including President in 

http://www.nvps.org/
http://nvacc.org/home/
https://www.iphotography.com/blog/what-is-abstract-photography/
https://www.adorama.com/alc/abstract-photography-for-beginners-9-tips-for-capturing-stunning-abstract-images
https://www.adorama.com/alc/abstract-photography-for-beginners-9-tips-for-capturing-stunning-abstract-images
https://photographylife.com/abstract-photography-tips-and-ideas#once-you-remove-the-subject-whats-left
http://nvacc.org/home/gallery/
https://www.photo.net/search/#/abstract/Sort-Newest/All-Categories/All-Time/Page-2
https://www.google.com/search?q=abstract+photography&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjK7fT2hKvtAhWWZ98KHdNiAuAQ2-cCegQIABAA&oq=abstract+photography&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQA1AAWABg-OoFaABwAHgAgAEAiAEAkgEAmAEAqgELZ3dzLXdpei1pbWc&sclient=img&ei=yEzFX8rpGZbP_QbTxYmADg&bih=1298&biw=2560&gl=ar&hl=en
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2013. He received several distinguished service awards and many competition 
awards thru the years.  
 
Before COVID, Mike volunteered weekly as a pet photographer for the Fairfax County 
Animal Shelter and, and as an event photographer for charitable organizations such 
as: The National Ovarian Cancer Coalition and The Epilepsy Foundation of America. 
 
Mike says that joining NVPS was a most important step in furthering his love of 
photography.  
 
Here are a few examples of abstract images. 
 

  

 

 
 

 
 

Bill Corbett’s 8 December Presentation on Bird Photography 

 
Bill’s Education & Training Bird Photography presentation on December 8th was very 
well received.  You can find the PDF of his presentation under the “Presentations” 
menu of the NVPS website’s Members Only Area. You will need to enter the same 
user-id and password as for uploading images for competitions. For easy access here 
is the URL: NVPS Presentations. 

E&T Portfolio Reviews 

 

http://www.nvps.org/
http://nvps.org/home/category/presentations/
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E&T Tuesday from February through May will be dedicated to the Portfolio Project. 
As we’ve had an excellent response to participation in the project we will conduct 
two preliminary reviews and two final reviews. The dates for the reviews are: 
 

February 9th  -  1st Preliminary Review 
March 9th -  2nd Preliminary Review 
April 13th -  1st Final Review 
May 18th -  2nd Final Review 

Members Gallery 

January 26, 2021 - Virtual – Sidney N. Stone –Retrospective 

2019 

 
2019 was a busy travel and photography year for Sidney and his partner Joanna. 
During 2019 they traveled to Nova Scotia, Palm Springs, Vermont, Australia and 
Philadelphia. Some of the travel was related to Jo’s job and Sidney got to tag along 
getting a lot of free time to explore the locals and take pictures.  
 
Sidney will take us back to the “normal” days of 2019 and perhaps add a few shots 
from his younger days.  
 

Sidney has been photographing seriously since 
about the age of 9 starting as many did with a Kodak 
Brownie. Although he recalls taking some pictures 
with his father’s Kodak Bantam camera that used 
828 film. Sidney still has that camera. His love of 
darkroom work was triggered as he watched his 
father develop prints in a make shift kitchen 
darkroom. He thought it was magic to see an image 
appear on white paper placed in a tray of chemicals. 
This love of the darkroom led to countless hours 

spent in darkrooms at his high school, college, apartment with the window covered, a 
kitchen, a converted bathroom, and basement darkrooms. 
 
One of Sidney’s particular photography loves is shooting sports. In high school and 
college is was an official school sports photographer shooting football, baseball, 
swimming, golf, basketball (nothing better than sitting on the hardwood under the 
basket!). When his son Dan became his high school’s football manager Sidney spent 
Saturday afternoons walking the sidelines and end zones snapping action shots. After 
shooting about 20 rolls of Ektachrome each game, getting it processed and scanned 
he went digital choosing Canon over Nikon. He still has his original Minolta SR-1 and 
has been recently shooting with it.  
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January 26, 2021 - Digital – Kathryn Mohrman –Geometry 
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“Geometry is the foundation of all painting,” said Albrecht Durer, the famous painter 
and printmaker of the German Renaissance.  In fact, geometry is the foundation of all 
forms of art, from sculpture to photography. Almost any artistic work can be 
analyzed in terms of curves and straight lines, ovals and rectangles. 
  
The photographs in this exhibit emphasize the fundamental geometry of 
architecture.  My eye is drawn to the shapes of bridges and facades and domes and 
stairways.  As I travel in various countries I am attracted to the people, of course, but 
also to the monuments they have created in stone and steel and glass.  From New 
York City to Istanbul, Ireland to Uzbekistan, I marvel at the creativity of various 
cultures across the centuries as they combine various shapes in their buildings in 
different and intriguing ways. 
 

Kathryn Mohrman became seriously interested in photography 
about a decade ago, when she received her first "real" digital camera 
for a safari in Botswana.  She then became fascinated by the options 
available with manual controls instead of automatic--and the rest is 
history. 
 

She joined NVPS in 2015 when she retired from a career in academia.  She has served 
as secretary/historian of the club and has participated in various anonymous 
critiques and member displays. 
 
Her work has emphasized the different cultures she has visited in her travels around 
the world, although this exhibit does not have humans in any of the images.  In recent 
months her travels and photography have been limited to locations close to home, 
but she has used her time productively with online classes and webinars on 
Photoshop, creativity, and compositing. 
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February 23, 2021 - Virtual – Karol & John Murray –

Abandoned Places, Abandoned Spaces 
 
Karol and John Murray have been involved in photography in one form or another 
since the early 1970s but did not get “serious” until more recently.  John started with 
a Mamiya Sekor and shot friends, family, sunsets, and travels when he was in the 
Navy.  He even had a darkroom in the basement.  Karol shot mostly their children but 
has a good eye, won several photo contests, and even got a picture on a magazine 
cover. 
 
After a long pause from photography, Karol joined NVPS in 2013 and became 
enthralled by her ability to see things differently and capture her vision digitally, 
using a Nikon D7200.  John eventually got tired of being her Sherpa and began taking 
pictures about five years ago - first with a Nikon point and shoot that Karol bought 
him for Christmas and now with a mirrorless Fujifilm.  Together they have travelled 
far and wide taking pictures to satisfy creative urges and document their 
adventures.  They mostly shoot landscapes and architecture but will stop along the 
side of the road if something catches their eye.   
 
Karol also finds herself drawn to abandoned places. She’s not sure why, but finds 
herself wondering what it was like when they were functioning, who lived or worked 
there, and why they were abandoned.  She began dragging John along on fieldtrips 
and he caught her fascination with such empty spaces.  Fortunately, Karol hasn’t 
abandoned him on any of these trips - yet.  
 
For this presentation, Karol and John will share photos from some of their favorite 
haunts in this genre, including images from the Trans-Allegheny Lunatic Asylum, 
Eastern State Penitentiary, Ellis Island, A. Hoen & Co. Lithograph Building, and other 
abandoned places and abandoned spaces. 

February 23, 2021 - Virtual – Jack Ledgerwood – Gems of 

the Canadian Rockies 
 
Over 20 years ago, Jack had watched a PBS show 
on some of the great lodges from around the 
world where he first saw images of the beauty 
surrounding Chateau Lake Louise, thus creating an 
entry to his world travels bucket list. So, in 2019, 
he and his wife Susy made plans to stay at the 
Chateau and to further explore the Canadian 
Rockies. Their plans centered around a bus tour to 

the great resorts of the Canadian Rockies which included stays at the Fairmont Jasper 
Park Lodge, the Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, and the Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel, 
also known as the “Castle of the Rockies”. What Jack learned on the trip was that the 
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beauty around Chateau Lake Louise that first attracted him to the area extended 
throughout the entire Canadian Rockies. The pictures shown tonight are just a small 
sample of the widespread mountain beauty that they experienced on their journey.  
 
Jack’s photography journey began with his first 35mm film camera, a Minolta X-370, 
back in the 1980s. He enjoyed his photography for several years, mostly while 
traveling, until his interest waned in the early 2000s as the digital transition began. 
His interest in photography was renewed when he picked up his first digital camera, 
a Nikon P610 in 2015 in anticipation of a European River Cruise. He enjoyed the 
freedom of the digital medium and certainly all the auto features on his point-and-
shoot bridge camera.  
 
After Jack retired from his years in the software engineering industry in late 2018, he 
needed to find something to pass his time so he thought about photography. His 
searching for photography clubs brought him to his first NVPS club meeting in 
September 2019. Since then, it has been a good whirlwind of activity. He was 
fortunate enough to have an image juried into Nature Visions and has received a 
couple of ribbons in the NVPS monthly competitions. The club has been very 
encouraging, and he believes he has grown his skills by upgrading his camera to a 
Nikon D7500 with an 18-300mm zoom lens, moving fully onto manual, learning 
better composition, and venturing into post-processing. He is enjoying all the 
benefits of the club and learning from all of the extraordinary talent in it. 
 
Jack is still trying to figure out what he likes to photograph, but he certainly likes 
taking pictures of big landscape vistas and capturing his travels from around the 
world. 
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March 23, 2021 - Virtual – Kieu-Hanh VU – FIAP Photo 

Meeting in Shandong, China 
 
While photographers usually learn to take pictures first and 
then learn how to edit their pictures using post processing 
tools, Kieu-Hanh went the unconventional route.  She first 
learned about the editing tools when she took a computer 
graphics course in college, and because she was so interested in 
those editing tools, she began learning about photography so 
that she could apply her skills.   
 
She first picked up a point-and-shoot camera, and joined the 
Vietnamese Photographic Society (VNPS) in 2006 to learn how 
to take pictures.  She has since moved on to several SLR digital 

cameras, and currently uses a Canon 7D Mark II.  She is also a member of 
Photographic Society of America (PSA) and the International Federation of 
Photographic Art (FIAP).  Since 2009, she has been a frequent speaker at VNPS’s 
educational programs, as well as contributed her written articles on photography 
techniques.  For the past seven years, she has also been part of the judging panel in 
several photo contests and portfolio projects at VNPS.  
 
Kieu-Hanh has been a member of Northern Virginia Photographic Society (NVPS) 
since 2008.  She considers herself as an avid amateur photographer.  She uses 
photography as ways to relax and to reduce the stress from her hectic lifestyle.  Her 
main interest is nature photography and photojournalism.  When creating an image, 
she tries to convey an idea, message, or thought in her image.  Kieu-Hanh has won 
numerous competitions and awards for her photographs at international, national, 
and local competitions.   
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Kieu-Hanh is currently working as a Systems Analyst in Washington DC.  She lives 
with her husband in Fairfax, Virginia. 
 
Kieu-Hanh’s presentation is a compilation of her photos from her FIAP Photo 
Meeting in Shandong, China in 2017.  Shandong is known as the hometown of 
Confucius and Mencius.  This photo meeting consisted of more than 320 
photographers from over 40 countries and regions around the world.  They gathered 
in Shadong, China to photograph the traditional culture, and the natural landscape of 
Ji’nan, Tai’an, Jining, Liaocheng, Zaozhuang, Zibo, Weifang, and Qingdao. 
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Member’s Forum 

January 26, 2020 – Dennis Govoni – Photography Thru the 

Eyes of a Biologist – Lessons Learned 
 

Dennis’ presentation is really a journey of how he became a 
photographer purely through “desperation” and how this affected 
him over the years in taking photographs. The journey starts with 
recognition that there is diversity in nature, that there are 
discernible patterns and that details are important. Then you have 
to determine how to best photograph it to create an image that 
reflects the elements of that subject. While documenting nature is 
part of this, you have to find a way to take an image that has the “Oh, 
gee wiz” factor.  This presentation will review some images from a 

variety of subjects that explain my approach as a biologist. 
 
Dennis is an avid nature photographer who has been photographing the natural 
world for over 50 years. His introduction to photography occurred in undergraduate 
school while taking a plant identification course. He enjoyed this so much that he 
continued to do photography through graduate school and beyond.  
 
During his tenure as an Associate Professor of Biology at Virginia Wesleyan College, 
Dennis often taught photography during the college’s two week January term in both 
black and white and color (using the Cibachrome direct print-to-print method).  
 
Since retiring he has expanded his interest beyond plant photography to include 
scenics and wildlife and has traveled extensively along the eastern United States and 
to such far away places as India and the Far East.  
 
Dennis is also a Getty stock photo contributor since 2012 and has images published 
in Photography Week and recently in The Atlantic and other multi-media outlets.  
 
His current equipment includes both Canon and Sony. 
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February 23, 2020 – Judy & Wayne Guenther – Travel 

Planning 
 
Wayne and Judy Guenther found their love of travel when stationed in Germany with 
the Army in the early 1980’s and subsequently squeezed in trips around work 
requirements and singing engagements.  In 2009 Judy retired and joined the already-
retired Wayne, and since then they have visited 47 countries, Antarctica, and have 
taken three trans-USA and one Canadian Maritimes road trips. In 2019 they travelled 
a total of 22 weeks.  Their favorite destination is a toss-up between New Zealand and 
South Georgia Island, but their favorite country, visited numerous times, is France. 
 
Their trips fall into two broad categories: (1) Group trips and (2) Self-Planned trips. 
Both categories require planning, and they have found a variety of resources that 
have made their trips rewarding.  The tools and resources they use are applicable to 
all the planning types, varying in their importance.  Regardless of the category or 
destination, they always look for photographic interest and have a camera handy.  
This Member’s Forum will talk about decisions of where, when, and how to travel, 
and tools and resources that they have found useful to that end. 

 
Wayne Guenther began his photography avocation in the 
late 1960s but became increasingly involved with Art 
Photography in the mid-1990s. Membership in Gallery 
West and the Art League (both in Alexandria, VA) nudged 
him to regularly create new work and develop a style.  In 
2009 he was a charter member and President of the 
Workhouse Photography Group (Lorton, VA) and remained 
active there until 2012 when he fully retired. Wayne sang 
in local performing ensembles for many years, one of which 

rehearsed on Tuesday nights, so he didn’t join NVPS until 2015. He was awarded the 
Class 3 Digital Photographer of the Year designation for 2016-2017 and was judged 
Best in Show for his landscape photo in the 2018 Nature Visions exposition.   
 
Judy Guenther shared her love of travel and adventure with Wayne, but her latent 
interest in photography didn’t begin to blossom until 2009 when she moved from her 
point-and-shoot to a Nikon D90 and enthusiastically embraced both retirement 
travel and the enjoyment of finding interesting subjects.  Wayne obligingly passed 
along more equipment and advice (why does the aperture get smaller when the 
number get bigger was never satisfactorily answered), and near-constant practice 
and two Allison Shaw weeklong classes and one with Nevada Wier quickly honed her 
skills.  Her latent artistic esthetics came into their own with even more travel that 
introduced new subjects like wildlife, landscapes, abstracts, and architecture.  Like 
Wayne, she retired from the singing group that conflicted and joined NVPS in 2015. 
She has received awards both in Nature Visions and NVPS, is an active member of 
The Art League in Alexandria, Maryland Federation of Art in Annapolis, and the F11 
Women’s Photography group. 
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Both Wayne and Judy converted to the Micro Four-thirds system in 2014 and use 
Olympus E-M1 cameras with a variety of Olympus, Lumix, and Sigma lenses. 
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March 23, 2020 – Colena Turner – Egypt: Cairo and Points 

South 
 
Colena Turner will entertain NVPS members on March 24th with a talk and pictures 
of the eleven-day trip she took with her husband to Egypt. From the look of the 
pictures below this is sure to be an exciting and informative presentation.  
 
Since high school, Colena has enjoyed taking pictures.  With her film camera, she 
became the family photographer for get-togethers.  In 2003, she purchased her first 

digital camera and has expanded her interests to nature, macro, 
abstract, portrait, event and street photography.  Colena has used 
several Nikon DSLRs including D90 and D7100.  In 2016, looking 
for a lighter and smaller camera to take on a cruise, she purchased 
a Fujifilm X-E2.  She has since added a Fujifilm X-T2 to her camera 
bag and subsequently sold all of her Nikon equipment.  
 
She joined NVPS in February 2012 and has served as coordinator 
for Members’ Gallery and Ask Me A Question table.  As a volunteer 
photographer, Colena has shared her talent with the Professional 

Woman’s Alliance, Help Portrait, Loudoun Foto Trek, Cornerstones, Library of 
Congress National Book Festival, Smithsonian Folklife Festival, Wreaths Across 
America, Honor Flight and Reston Association.  For the past ten years, she has served 
in the Photography Ministry at her place of worship, Heritage Fellowship Church.  
Colena continues to learn about the art of photography through workshops. 
 
Photo credits go to Gwen Flowers for Colena’s beautiful headshot. 
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Field Trips 

 
 
Please note NVPS will not hold any field trips in January and February as of this 
writing. 
 
Tammy and Steven are working on field trips starting again in March. 
 
Tammy Tideswell and Steven Glintz 
Field Trip Coordinators 2020-2021 

December Field Trip – Night Time in Old Town Alexandria  

 
Thirteen NVPS Members strolled the streets of Old Town Alexandria on Friday 
evening 4 December to capture lights of the Holiday Season.  
 
Here are shots of our members using their talents to capture images of this season. 
Thanks to Jack Ledgerwood for the images. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

As usual NVPSers captured interesting and stimulating images. 
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Debra Mastronardi Ken Lee 

  
Jack Ledgerwood Mike Whalen 
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Rena Schlid Tammy Tideswell 

 

Portfolio Project 

 
 
Recently the Portfolio group met on Zoom to 
see the projects that have been posted to date 
and to offer each other suggestions and 
encouragement.  It was good to get together and 
see the excellent work that people are doing. 
  
This year’s group will be big enough for two 
preliminary reviews and two final reviews.  If 
you are still thinking about joining this year’s 

project, please let us know by December 31st so we can arrange the review 
groups.  You can contact us at portfolioproject-2020@nvps.org . 
  
This year’s subject matter is as varied as ever but the pandemic has brought out 
some new and interesting twists.  The first preliminary review will be on February 
9.  Don’t miss seeing what your fellow NVPS members have been working on. 
  
Ginger Werz-Petricka, Brenda Wilson and Willa Siegel 
Project Co-Chairs 
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Photography Close to Home 
 

Bishop’s Garden by Sidney N. Stone 

 
Bishop’s Garden at the National Cathedral on Wisconsin Avenue in DC is about one 
mile from my home. The garden has become a favorite place for me to visit and 
photograph in all seasons of the year. I try to visit once every two weeks. Often I will 
buy a latte and muffin from the City Café next to the garden and sit on bench in the 
garden musing about the state of things – in my life, in the world  - and watch as 
others meander the garden’s paths taking in the colors and smells of the flowers. I 
often see couples being photographed – weddings, engagements, family portraits.  
 
Bishop’s Garden was the theme my NVPS 2018 Portfolio Project. 
 
Terraced into the south side of Mt. St. Alban, the walled Garden is visited by 
thousands every year. It is the most intensely cultivated of the 57-acre Cathedral 
Close, land that once was the home and garden of George Washington's registrar of 
the United States Treasury. 
 
Florence Bratenahl (Bishop’s Garden landscape designer) stated “As one sees the 
[Bishop's Garden] from the higher level of the entrance walk, [it] suggests the charm 
of its lights and shadows and density of leafage though no photographs can give a 
hint of its color and fragrance or do justice to the beauty of its quiet atmosphere: "a 
space of peace" set apart forever from the rush of the every day world”. 

The original plan of the Cathedral Close was developed by Frederick Las Olmsteead, 
Jr.. from 1907 to 1927. Olmstead’s design has endured because its main features 
continue to meet the aspirations and needs of a Gothic-style Cathedral. Later 
landscape designers (such as Florence Brown Bratenahi) made important 
contributions to the Cathedral landscape. Mrs. Bratenahi designed many of the focal 
elements of the garden – such as the St. Catherine Pool and the Norman Court. 

The Olmsted-Bratenahl vision created a garden suitable for a 14th century Gothic 
cathedral, with plants of historical interest, plants of the Bible and Christian legends 
along with plants native to the mid-Atlantic region. Mature plant material was 
located and moved to the Cathedral grounds. Boxwood from George Washington's 
Hayfield Manor, and from Ellerslee Plantation in Virginia, was planted in the Bishop's 
Garden. The Garden’s cedars and fig trees trace their origins back to the Holy Land. 
Medieval sculpture from George Gray Barnard’s collection was acquired, and a 9th 
century baptismal font and 15th and 16th century bas-relief were incorporated into 
the Garden. 
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The original design of the Bishop's garden represented a private garden "out back" 
and accessible from the Bishop's house. It evolved to become a more public garden 
with a larger entrance through the Norman Court. The Bishop's garden was 
completed for the General Convention of the Episcopal Church, held in Washington in 
October 1928. Between the years 1925-1928, gifts from forty-four garden clubs from 
all over the country, along with many individual donations, helped to make the 
Bishop’s Garden possible. 
Besides Bishop’s Garden the Cathedral grounds offer a number of notable sites 
including: 
 

• Cathedral Garth and All Souls Memorial Garden 
• Pilgrim Steps 
• Peace Cross 
• Prodigal Son 
• The Shadow House 
• Olmstead Woods & Amphitheater 

 
You can find more information about the Cathedral grounds and Bishop’s Garden at: 
National Cathedral and Bishops's Garden. 
 
A few of my images. 
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Member Awards 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Sidney Stone’s GoWest Roadtrip Flower #7 was 
selected for the Art League’s January Open 
Exhibit. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Judy Guenther’s Nighttime in Capital Reef was 
selected for the Art League’s January Open 
Exhibit. 
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Kathryn Mohrman’s  Metallic Staircase was 
selected for the Art League’s January  Open 
Exhibit. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Sidney Stone’ GoWest Roadtrip Flower #5 was 
juried into Photo Places Gallery show entitled 
Botanical. Photo Place Gallery is located in 
Middlebury, Vermont.   

 

 

Workshop Offerings & Outside Competitions 
 
Speakers and competition judges for NVPS are offered the opportunity to have notices about 
up-coming tours and workshops in FotoFax for two years after the date of their NVPS 
program. 
 

Washington Gardener Magazine 
 
The 15th Annual Washington Gardener Magazine Garden Photo Contest kicks off 
January 1st. The entry period runs from January 1st through the 22nd in 2021. Eligible 
entries must have been taken during 2020 in a garden setting within 150 mile radius 
of Washington, DC. 
 
You can find detailed information of the contest at: Washington Gardener 2021 Photo 
Contest. 
 

Joseph Miller Abstract Exhibit  
 
The Joseph Miller Center for the Photographic Arts once again takes great pride in 
announcing its ELEVENTH ANNUAL juried abstract exhibit. All interested 
photographers are invited to submit entries for this much anticipated spring event. 

http://www.nvps.org/
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Over the years, because of the influence these exhibits have had in encouraging and 
promoting abstract photography and due to their reputation, recent JM Abstract 
Exhibits have been attracting entries from international as well as national 
photographic artists. Whereas submissions to the First Annual JM Abstract Exhibit 
had been limited to local NVACC-related clubs, many current participants come from 
photographic groups outside the Greater Washington Northern Virginia area or are 
non-affiliated independent photographic artists.   
 
The Joseph Miller Center will begin accepting entries for the upcoming ELEVENTH 
ANNUAL EXHIBIT on Saturday, December 26, 2020. 
 
The deadline for submissions will be Saturday, February 27, 2021.  
 
The show will run from Saturday May 1, 2021 through Monday May 31, 2021. 
 
A detailed PROSPECTUS containing all relevant information regarding the exhibit 
can be found on the Northern Virginia Alliance of Camera Clubs website @ 
www.NVACC.org 
 

Kristi Odom & Darren Gustaveson 
 
Kristi and Darren are also passionate educators that are focused on the personal 
development of all who travel with them. Their lessons include topics ranging from voice 
development to advanced camera techniques. Through Four Corners Workshops Kristi and 
Darren are currently offering exciting adventures over the next year.  Conservation in The 
Amazon 2020: Travel to the Bolivian Amazon to learn about conservation while staying in a 
wildlife sanctuary which houses over 700 rescued animals and 60 different species. From 
there, travel to the Amazon to experience wildlife in their natural habitat and learn about 
trafficking and conservation efforts.  An Adventure Through New Zealand: Travel around 
the South Island and experience wildlife like the acrobatic dusky dolphins and the friendly 
sea lions.  Then play around with landscape photography capturing some of the most epic 
scenery in the world, to name one, the famous Milford Sound.  This adventure has a little of 
everything and a lot of photo opportunities.  Visit fourcornersworkshops.com or sign up for 
our newsletter for more information.  
 
For more information and to learn about more adventure opportunities, please visit: 
https://www.fourcornersworkshops.com/adventures 

 

Marie Joabar 
 

 

Capital Photography Center is the DC area’s top source for 
Photography Classes. Join Marie Joabar and her crew of talented 
photographers for classes In-Person or Online and take your 
photography to the next level. You can find them at Capital 

http://www.nvps.org/
http://fourcornersworkshops.com/
https://capitalphotographycenter.com/
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Photography Center and Online Capital Photography Center. 
 

Denise Silva 

Denise Silva has often judged and been a presenter at NVPS. She operates Road Runner 
Photography Tours. For information on their latest tours and workshops, please visit their 
web site at http://roadrunnerphotographytours.com 

Nikhil Bahl  

Nikhil Bahl was our End-of-Year judge for 2016-2017 as well as Program Speaker in 
November 2015 and November 2016. He offers a variety of workshops and coaching events. 
For more details with his latest workshop updates, visit: www.NikhilBahl.com 

Roy Sewall 

Roy Sewall was our Judge in February 2018 and was our Program speaker in May 2017. Roy 
offers both private and group instruction to novice and intermediate photographers, and in 
2014 became an instructor for the Capital Photography Center. Find out more on Roy's 
website: http://www.roysewallphotography.com/iWeb/Home.html 

David Blecman 
David Blecman, a member of the Professional Photographers of America, is an 
internationally recognized photographer and instructor, having taught in over a dozen 
countries to photographers, models, and makeup artists. He was our judge in October 2015 
and April 2017 and a Program speaker in April 2016. David's website: http://posneg.com/ 
 

Don Rosenberger 
Don has been a regular presenter at NVPS. He started a new Meetup. Check it out at 

https://www.meetup.com/Fairfax-DC-Metro-Area-Photography-Meetup/ 
 

Colleen Miniuk 
 
Take your photography skills, passion for the outdoors, and love for adventure to the next 
level! Combining Colleen’s enthusiasm for learning and helping others - and life itself! -  her 
educational and inspirational photography workshops give photographers of all levels a 
supportive environment to explore their craft and their own creative talents in awe-inspiring 
surroundings. Colleen help you develop your internal artist by fine-tuning your skills, 
techniques, and approaches, both technically and creatively, to enable you to become a more 
competent, confident, and expressive photographer. For more information and to register, 
visit www.colleenminiuk.com. To see her all-women’s photography workshops, visit 
www.sheography.com. 

 

Mollie Issacs 
 

http://www.nvps.org/
https://capitalphotographycenter.com/
https://online.capitalphotographycenter.com/
http://www.nikhilbahl.com/
http://www.roysewallphotography.com/iWeb/Home.html
http://posneg.com/
https://www.meetup.com/Fairfax-DC-Metro-Area-Photography-Meetup/
http://www.colleenminiuk.com/
http://www.sheography.com/
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Mollie offers a variety of workshops and webinars for all levels of photographers. To learn 
more about her programs, please visit her website at https://www.awakethelight.com. Make 
certain to also sign up for her newsletter, which is full of insightful tips. 
 

Joseph Rossbach 
 
Joseph Rossbach offers personal instruction, workshops, online classes and more on the art 
of nature and landscape photography. For information, visit Joe’s website 
at https://www.josephrossbach.com/ and https://www.shuttermonkeys.com/. 
 

Mary Louise Revese 
 
Mary Louise offers online and in person workshops. Information on her workshops can be 
found at: Bella Vista Photography. Use Promo Code NVPS for a discount on workshops. 
Discounts vary by workshop and discounts are in addition to early bird pricing. 
 
 

Emily Carter Mitchell 
 
Want to improve your photography skills? Through a variety of ways I can work with you to 
help you achieve your photographic endeavors. Whether it be in-person for a private session 
or in an arranged photography course through Capital Photography center or virtual via 
Zoom. 
  
Topics range from improving your technical knowledge of the camera system you have, to 
how to handle your images after capture and resulting in how you’ll present them in social 
media and the internet. We can also delve deep into the concepts of compositional elements 
and how to create stronger images with your preferred subject. 

 
You can find information about Emily at: NatureasArt.myportfolio.com and  
Emilymitchellphotography.com/services. She’s on Facebook at: 
https://www.facebook.com/NatureAsArtPhotography 
  
 Contact Emily at at info@emilymitchellphotography.com 

 

Robert Fawcett 
 
Robert Fawcett offers a variety of workshops for small groups to include night skies, 
macro flower, and long exposure photography. You can reach Robert at: 
rwf93@verizon.com 
 
Fawcett Photography Adventures  
www.meetup.com/Fawcett-Photography-Adventures/ 
 
Fine Art America 

http://www.nvps.org/
https://www.awakethelight.com/
https://www.josephrossbach.com/
https://www.shuttermonkeys.com/
https://www.bellavistaphotography.com/
http://natureasart.myportfolio.com/
https://www.facebook.com/NatureAsArtPhotography
mailto:info@emilymitchellphotography.com
mailto:rwf93@verizon.com
http://www.meetup.com/Fawcett-Photography-Adventures/
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www.rfawcett.com 
 

http://www.nvps.org/
http://www.rfawcett.com/

